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An Invitation to Get Acquainted
Bryan Cave LLP invites all first year law students at the
University of Michigan to a reception in The Lawyer s Club Lounge
on Wednesday, March 15, 2000 from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Attorneys from our Kansas City, St. Louis, Phoenix,
Washington DC, New York and Southern California offices
will introduce you to Bryan Cave.
(Ho rs d 'oeuvres and beverages. Casual attire.)

•••

Bryan Cave is a leading global .law firm.
With 600 lawyers, we rank in the top 50 worldwide and among the
30 largest law firms in the United States. Founded in 1873, the Firm
represents a wide variety of business, financial , institutional and
individual clients, including major publicdy-held multinational
corporations, major and mid-sized privately held companies,
partnerships, and emergi·ng companies.

•••
Please RSVP to:
Cristy M. johnson at
816-374-3362
or cmjohnson@bryancave.com

BRYAN CAVE LLP
ST. LOUIS •

LONDON • NEW YORK • WASHINGTON DC • KANSAS CITY

OVERLAND PARK • JEFFERSON CITY • PHOENIX • LOS ANGELES • IRVINE
HONG KONG • SHANGHAI • RIYADH • ABU DHABI • DUBAI • KUWAIT CITY
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Stolen Laptops in the Law Library:
A Modest Proposal
By Shayna Cook
Guest Contributor
The turning of the millennium has with a few alternatives to private vigibrought an epidemic of laptop thefts lance that the administration may not
to Michigan Law School. This scourge have thought of. I fully expect these
upon the lives of law students began solutions to be on the agenda of the
at least as early as last September and next Library Security Task Force meethas recently escalated into a crisis of ing.
colossal proportions, as a few Univer- 1. Eliminate laptops from the law
sity-owned laptops were stolen from
school entirely. Not only would
the Reading Room over spring break
this solution increase the number
and several others have been snatched
of Luddite applicants and, thus,
away from carrels in the past month.
the diversity of the student body,
The administration has mobilized
but it would be consistent with
around this crisis, heightening stuthe archaic method of posting
dent awareness by posting signs in
grades. Those clicking noises in
prominent spots in the library (such
class are distracting anyway.
as entrances to bathroom) proclaim- 2. Install airport lockers in the liing "DO NOT LEAVE YOUR
brary bathrooms ... or, better yet,
LAPTOP UNATTENDED, EVEN
inside each stall. When nature
FOR A MOMENT." It seems that the
calls, students can bring their
administration's solution to the seculaptops along instead of just holdrity crisis, after six tiresome months
ing it (as the warnings in the liof heavy brainstorming and informed
brary advise), which can cause
cost-benefits analyses done by outside
kidney disease-a liability to the
consulting groups, is private vigiadministration.
lance.
3. Shut down the library bathObviously, our administrators have
rooms for "repairs." This
solemnly considered the crucial role
method has worked rather well in
of laptops in the lives of law students
Hutchins Hall, where almost all
as repositories for students' class
of the bathrooms have been ductnotes, outlines, bank accounts, pertaped shut for over three weeks,
sonal and professional corresponwith no visible "repairs" taking
dence, and much more. We must trust
place.
that other, more commonsensical se- 4. Heighten security in the carrels.
curity options, such as monitoring the
Convert the lockable glass cases
entrance to the library at all hours of
in carrels into fireproof vaults in
the day instead of just at night, were
which students can store their
eliminated because of their imminent
laptops. Install security cameras
failure to solve the problem ... NOT
in each carrel: this would serve
because the administration is unwillthe double purpose of catching
ing to expend a few more of our palNO-FOOD-AND-DRINK-violatry tuition dollars to protect our livetors and thieves. Lastly, install
lihood.
laser beam security systems in
Keeping
in
mind
the
each carrel that students can actiadministration's utmost goal of provate when they leave momentecting our livelihood, I have come up
tarily. This combination of secu-

rity devices should do the trick,
especially since the administration is always more concerned
about protecting students than
cost.
5. Allow handguns in the library.
More guns, less crime-right? If
all students packed heat, thieves
would be deterred from entering
the library. Also, students could
serve as an informal Department
of Public Safety, since the DPS is
obviously too busy with more
important problems to handle
this one effectively.
6. Ban backpacks and clothing
from the library. You can't steal
anything if you have nowhere to
hide it. And laptops, unlike
drugs, cannot fit in the ordinary
human's bodily orifices.
7. Ignore the problem. Just don't
tell students about it. This allows
the administration to respond to
violated students' outrage by
feigning surprise. The ignorance
policy was an overwhelming success last semester, when the administration failed to mention
these little security boo-boos until the problem became out of
hand.
Until our administrators consider
these ideas, which they doubtlessly
will, the responsibility to build impromptu forts in our carrels and develop a no-hands method for using
the bathroom is with us, the responsible students. But as we rush to obtain catheters, we should cling to the
assurance that our security and safety
is, as always, the administration's top
priority.
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Res Gestae is published biweekly during the
school year by students of the University of
Michigan Law School. Opinions expressed in
bylined articles are those of the authors and do
not necessarily represent the opinions of the
editorial staff. Articles may be reprinted without permission. provided that the author and Res
Gestae are credited and notified.
Res Gestae welcomes submissions. Please place
all articles, columns, or opinion pieces in the
Res Gestae pendaflex located on the third floor
of Hutchins Hall across from the faculty
mailroom. Submissions may be made on 3.5"
disk or via email (preferably as a MS Word attachment). Res Gestae reserves the right to edit
all submissions in the interest of space.

Mailin& address:
Res Gestae
University of Michigan Law School
625 South State St.
Ann Arbor. MI 481 09
Phone: (734) 615-1288
Web Site Address:
http://www.Jaw.umich.edu/pubs/rg
Office:
116 Legal Research
(near the Law School Student Senate office)

you have the right not to remain silent.

write to us:

rg@umich.edu

Res Gestae is now accepting
applications for the following
positions in order to be prepared for next year:
Business Manager
The money guru, responsible for soliciting advertisers
and making sure that we get paid and stay in the black.
Requires some basic knowledge of money management
(i.e., if you don't know what "black" means in the preceding sentence, you probably don't want this position).
Time commitment is usually about three hours per week,
with most work concentrated at the beginning of the
Fall term, when all the law firms advertise.

Web Site Editor (2 positions)
The technical marvel, who somehow, magically, makes
the RG show up on Netscape. Time commitment is
nominal, usually a couple of hours per week, though
more may be invested at the individual's discretion to
improve our web site.

Please submit statements of interest via email
(rg@umich.edu) or at the Res Gestae pendaflex on the
third floor of Hutchins Hall, right across from the mail
room. Include contact information, year in school, and
sufficient background information to determine your
skill. Address applications to Karl or Tiffany.

Questions? Email <rg@umich.edu>.

All 1st year Law Students are invited
to join us for lunch & a discussion

uPracticing Law
in a Silicone
Prairie"
Why Chicago is a hot.dot_com
market for lawyers

Monday, March 20, 2000
Time: Noon
Laywers Club Main Lounge

Sponsored By:

Katten Much in Zavis
Chicago, Illinois
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Anything is Possible
This issue's interviewee- Tanya Clay- followed the sunny weather to the University of Texas School of Law, where she then faced the storm of the Hopwood
case. Although getting through UT at that time was an uphill battle, she finally
landed "on the hill." Ms. Clay grew up in Wisconsin and Kentucky and then came
to the University of Michigan on an academic and track scholarship. After helping
the UM track team win 3 Big Ten Conference Championships, captaining the team
in 1994-95, Ms. Clay graduated cum laude from UM with a B.A. in political science
in 1995. She then took a year off to work before entering UT in 1996. While at UT,
she was Executive Editor of the Texas Journal of Women and the Law and Regional
Attorney General of the Black Law Students Association. Ms Clay was also a member of UT's National-Finalist Jessup International and Frederick Douglass Moot Court
Teams and National-Quaterfinalist Robert Wagner Labor Law Moot Court Team.
Ms. Clay graduated from UT in 1999 and then relocated to Washington D.C., where
she is now a legislative counsel for Texas Congresswoman Sheila Jackson Lee.

By Ingrid Sprangle
Q: How did you choose the Univer- against. Once we get in the door, believe me, we can do the rest, we always
sity of Texas School of Law?
A: Money, climate, ranking ... I fig- have ...
ured if I was going to suffer at law
Q: How did you study for the bar?
school, I might as well have good
A: Bar-Bri and PMBR- treated it like
a job. Went to class in the day, studied
weather - bad choice! ...
Q: How did the Hopwood case af- at night, went to bed, and did it again
fect your experience at UT?
the next day. I think I went out one or
A: It was a pain... I had enough to two times that entire summer. I was
deal with at law school, much less hav- determined not to take it again. I got
ing to defend myself and ... justify my through over 2,000 MBE questions to
being there...
prepare and outlined essays almost evQ: How do you think the Hopwood eryday.
case affected UT?
Q: Is it really that bad?
A: Badly. The numbers went from
A: Yes!
32 to 4 {blacks) in one
Q: Was it a big reyear. That's ridicu- '(Ilthough a whittz ptzr~on today lief when it was
lous... We [also] may not havtz partieipattzd in over?
eventually lost a lot thtz di$eriminatory polietz$ of
A: Yes!
of good professors ... thtz pa$t (and prtz$tznt), that
Q: How did you
Q: What do you do!Z$n't mtzan thtzy do not ~till feel when you found
think the future of btzntzfit from thtzm
out you passed?
affirmative action
A: EXUBERANT! I
is? Should be?
screamed. It was 1 in the morning and
A: Affirmative action needs to con- you would have thought I was being
tinue... Thirty plus years of affirma- robbed or something.
tive action cannot begin to address the
Q: Whafs it like starting out in a
over 350 years of oppression that blacks new city?
and other minorities have experienced
A: Scary, but fun. I've done it three
in this country ... Although a white per- times now - in Michigan, Texas, and
son today may not have participated now D.C. This was different because I
in the discriminatory polices of the past was working and didn't have a net(and present), that doesn't mean they work like I did in school, but I am fido not still benefit from them... Look nally meeting people and enjoying the
at how many companies are still being city.
sued for failure to promote and other
Q: How did you prepare for startdiscriminatory practices, for example, ing your new job?
Wal-Mart, Dillards, Lockhead Martin,
A: I didn't. I just started- and have
Denny's ... Affirmative action simply been learning ever since.
attempts to open the door to those who
Q: What kinds of things have you
have been continually discriminated had to do to get up to speed at your

new job? Fit in?
A: Learn the lingo. Working on "the
hill" is a different world. I am still trying
to figure it out. I work weekends and long
hours because I have a lot to learn. I pay
attention to what's going on around me
and learn from other people.
Q: Do you feel like law school/activities/clerkships prepared you well
for your job?
A: Kinda'. I'm not in a law firm, so
derkships didn't help a whole bunch.
My activities did because I learned how
to manage a lot of things at one time.
My moot court stuff was very helpful
because I polished my public speaking
skills and writing skills.
Q: Is there anything you wish you
had learned before starting your job?
A: Yes, how the heck our legislative
process REALLY works. Books don't
teach you that. Politics is something else.
Q: Do you prefer the real world to
school?
A: Yes, because I make money, but I
did enjoy the freedom of school. I like to
learn, but it's time to put my skills into
action and do some meaningful work
Q: Do you have time for other activities?
A: Not yet, but I'm working on it.
Q: What plans/hopes do you have
for the future of your career?
A: To learn as much as I can from
working with the Congresswoman. I
don't know exactly what my future
holds, but we'll see. I just started, so
anything is possible!

•
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Hark! On the horizon sits the Bar the most successful labor union in the
Exam, a grim-eyed vulture waiting to country.
Darrow felt differently about the bar
dine on the fleshy carcass of my years
of hard work here in Ann Arbor. To exam when he took it himself than
steel my courage to fight this fabulous when he was looking back and writbeast, I will frequently remind myself ing his autobiography, The Story ofMy
that all practicing lawyers have Life. "In those days a committee of
passed the bar - including my Uncle lawyers were chosen to examine apDavis, who has advanced the com- plicants. They were all good fellows
mon law of the Ashtabula County and wanted to help us through ....
Court of Common Pleas to include That committee did not seem to take
reckless operait as serition of a tri- EVEN BEFORE VOMITING liP
ously as the
cycle. (After a MEMORIZED I.AW FOR TilE EXAM, I
examiners
moving de- WILL BE MADE TO FEEL AS IF I AM
do to-day. I
fault judgment APPlYING TO BE A TOP SECRET SPY
was
not
for his five WHERE I WILL HOlD TliE FATE OF THE
made to feel
year-old client, RUMAN RACE IN MY HANDS -·WILL WE that
the
he pocketed OVERTHROW OUR MARTiAN lEADERS?
safety of the
$42.50 in congovernment
tingency fees which lead to the wild- or the destiny of the universe was
est Tuesday night poker game in hanging on their verdict."
memory.)
Not so for me. Even before vomitWhy does the Bar Exam exist? To ing up memorized law for the exam,
make sure that the profession has I will be made to feel as if I am applystandards, you know. Standards up- ing to be a top secret spy where I will
held every day by vicious prosecu- hold the fate of the human race in my
tors, sleeping criminal defense law- hands - will we overthrow our Maryers, frivolous claims filers, lying civil tian leaders? My bar association
defense attorneys, Members of Con- (Trade Union Local235 of Minnesota)
gress, and my Uncle Davis ....
will ask me to name everyone I have
Why does the Bar Exam exist really? ever worked for. Every infraction I
Years and years ago, Clarence S. have commited, or ever even thought
Darrow, famed alum of this Law about committing, including that deSchool, clued us into the answer: "The tention for trying to spank Carrie
bar associations of to-day lay down Muhl in second grade. They will ask
every conceivable condition; they re- me to list every car I have owned or
quire a longer preliminary study, and ridden in, every place I have ever
exact a college education and long slept., everyone I have ever slept with.
courses in law schools to keep new
Anyway, Darrow passed his
members out of the closed circle. The chummy bar and the new lawyers
Lawyers' Union is about as anxious and the old lawyers all went out for
to encourage competition as the drinks. Looking at the profession at
Plumbers' Union is, or the United the end of his life in 1932, he notes "I
States Steel Company ...."
had now been' called' to the bar. LawWe - conservatives, liberals, liber- yers are very fond of fiction; especially
tarians, anarchists- are about to join the English lawyers. Working a long

time on obscure subjects, spending all
your money, and as much of your
family's as you can get, and finally
passing examinations against the will
and best efforts of the inquisitors,
means getting 'called to the bar."'
Boy, I am excited now! After I have
passed the Bar Exam, I may find myself as Darrow did; "I now had a license to practice law, but no one had
called me to practice on him." Or not,
because this is a great labor market in
which to be a lawyer.
(Learn a union chant: "Oh, you can't
scare me, I'm sticking to the union; I'm
sticking to the union. Oh, you can't
scare me I'm sticking to the union, I'm
sticking to the union 'til the day I die."
Woody Guthrie, Union Maid)
Now I can go work for the Firm,
which will have plenty of papers for
me to shuffle.
After passing the bar, Darrow notes
that he "had no money and no influential friends." His uninfluential
friends and neighbors warmly congratulated him on his lawyerhood but
did not "encourage [him] with any
employment." He became a poor
country lawyer like my Uncle Davis,
where "the most important case I had
. ... was an action of replevin for a harness worth fifteen dollars .... There
was no money involved, and not
much principle, as I see it now, but
then it seemed as if my life depended
upon the result."
Am I destined for the same at the
Firm?
How did Darrow overcome postlaw school malaise to become the
great lawyer he was? Tune in next issue for the final installment of
Clarence Darrow Explains It All For
You.

•
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By Wei-Drin Lee
Some people might think it foolish
to write a piece for the RG about one's
nose. Indeed, my first hesitation
stems from nervous fear that my nose
will henceforth come under the strictest of scrutiny of all who read the RG.
Consequently, I'll offer a peremptory
attack; my nose is a nub of flesh that
is not much to look at, nor is it particularly unusual or provocative.
Your scrutiny will probably find better use elsewhere. I don't do any neat
tricks with my nose (so don't even ask
me to try), and it certainly does not
play a predominant role in my life.
And there lies the rub. That's what
all this nasal contemplation is aboutthe role (or lack thereof) of my nose
in my life as a law student.
This quandary came to me the night
of February 23, 2000, a balmy pleasant evening I boldly refer to as the first
sign of spring this year (at least relatively speaking). To be specific, I became reacquainted with my nose as I
walked to the law school with the intention of doing some exciting latenight pendaflexing. During that short
six-minute walk, I did something that
I must have not been doing properly
for quite some time now - I breathed
in the night.
What answered my inhalation
strangely surprised me. I found the
world waiting at the doorway of my
nostrils. Suddenly, Ann Arbor
seemed both foreign and animated,
and I felt myself lose my bearings in
its scents- smells I surely should have
recognized from before. It is known
that smell is supposed to be one of the
strongest senses with regards to evok-

ing memory. As Mother Nature reminded me what a fresh night smelled
like, I encountered waves of deja vu; I
became a little girl again as my nose
rekindled the sensation of new discovery and all the corresponding
scented records I ever made whenever
I went to a new place, traveled to a
new country, or smelled something
for the very first time. And more than
anything that night, I wished that everyone I ever knew and loved could
smell it too.
As infants, we come to the world
equipped with minimal personality
beyond drooling. Fortunately for us,
nature also packed in our lunch a set
of senses primed precisely to change

Quite frankly, I have
been taking my nose for
granted.
that predicament. Our senses empower us to take in the world and
hence develop a personality informed
by those experiences. The first gurgle
reflects some subjective processing of
the outside environment, a customized response provoked by stimuli.
For children, the world offers countless opportunities for this kind of
learning and development. For law
students, this phenomenon too easily
finds itself primarily as lactic acid in
atrophied muscles that used to be firm
and perhaps once, even shapely.
Dean Lehman usually employs two
principal themes whenever he addresses tender law student saplings
poised to embark on the endeavor of

a lifetime (the pursuit of a legal education and ultimately, a legal life).
One theme deals with the significance
of sympathetic engagement, and the
other entreats students to remember
their passions- to make Kodak memories of what used to be important before law school made it second nature
to think as legal minds. He asks all of
us at some point to record what our
instincts and values used to be before
honing ourselves into equal-opportunity thinkers who develop perspective from all vantage points and employ balancing tests that encompass
the good, the bad and the ugly without attaching any inherent value judgment to any of them. Beyond the content of our passions, he is actually asking us to remember something much
simpler- that we even ever had any
passions.
The first night of spring reminded
me of a passion I used to know - the
power of my nose and, more generally, the rapture inspired by all of my
senses. In law school, I supposedly
mobilize my "higher cognitive
thought processes" whenever the connections in my brain engage in acrobatics of theory and analysis. But I
confess that I deeply miss the wonder inherent in my simpler nerve endings. Quite frankly, I have been taking my nose for granted. There was a
time when this would have been unthinkable- when my nose would have
elbowed its way to the front and taken
complete charge in such essential
tasks as differentiating an attractive
lump of chocolate from puppy dog
doodoo.
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Upcoming Events
Michigan Journal of Race & Law Symposium: March 18-19, 250 Hutchins Hall
"Identities in the Year 2000 & Beyond"

Ann Arbor Pow Wow: March 24 - 26, UM Crisler Arena
American Indian Law Day to be held Friday, March 24, 9am - 5pm in 250 Hutchins Hall

Law School Student Senate .Elections: March 28, 29 (tentative)
Yes, there was a time when every
sense translated every stimulus into
a brilliant adventure - when I took
fascination in the drops of water flying from spinning bus tires rather
than offense at the driver for nearly
splashing slop onto me. There was a
time when we relished the cleverness
of pennies and tried to snarf them
through noses rather than cursed
them as u seless relics of obsolete economic times.* In short, there was a
time when as much as pennies were
plentiful, we were naturally full of
passions, and the world around us
could never seem short of them .
As rapturous as this spring discovery was, it brought along another less
euphoric realization; I am not sure if
my nose is what it used to be. Beyond
being more wrinkled than my childhood snout, my present nose doesn't
seem to take in the world as perfectly
as before. Perhaps my nostrils have
shrunk or nerve endings have shriveled, but regardless, I know I can't
bear the thought of smelling a smaller
world. And neither should you.
So take a deep breath. Go outside
and smell the grass, the trees. As everyone knows -you've got to use it or
lose it, so stop taking your nose for
granted. Give it a pat. Toss it a penny.
Whatever you do, make yourself a
promise to snarjtamething special
today.
V

*Author's Note: I have never stuck a
penny up my nose, but it's not something
I'm proud of

The #1 bestselling author
and acclaimed Harvard Law
Professor makes a case for
the greatest book
of them all.
"Alan Dershowitz displays all
his formidable skills, transporting us back thousands of years
to what he describes as the
genesis of justice in the first
books of the Bible .... lt should
interested in religion, justice,
-Mario Cuomo

"These reflections on Biblical
stories will provide entertainment and intellectual stimulation for readers of all faiths."
-MaryAnn Glendon, Learned Hand
Professor of Law, Harvard University

E GENESIS OF JUSTICE
between religion and law."
-Harvey Cox, Thomas Professor
of Divinity, Harvard University, and
author of The Secular City and
Fire from Heaven

AVAILABLE IN HARDCOVER WHEREVER BOOKS ARE SOLD
OWARNER BOOKS
Visit

OUr

Web Site at WWW.twbookmark .COm 02000 TIME WAltNER TRADE PUBLISHING. INC.
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Cor PietermaritzLurg Journal)
By Theary Seng

Part 1:
I lo ve Pi e termarit zburg (or
Maritzburg) and its people! I am so
enchanted by this land of immeasurable natural beauty and warm, hospitable people. Maritzburg, in the mountainous province of Kw aZulu-Natal
(KZN), sits in a valley at the foot of and
encircled by rolling velds. The city and
its surrounding peri-cities claim about
one million people (I was informed
unofficially)- mainly Zulus, a strong
presence of middle class of Indian descent, a large minority of English farmers and Afrikaaners, and at present one
non-South-Asian Asian (me!). I share
a flat with an outgoing, outspoken,
thirty-two year-old South African
woman, Varsha, located in the central
grid of this quaint and historic capital.
An hour 's driv e southeast of
Maritzburg take s me to seaside
Durban, a cosmopolitan area along the
Indian Ocean wherefrom a one and a
half hour drive westward leads to the
mountainous basalt escarpment of the
Drakensberg (dragon mountains or
Quathlamba, Zulu for Battlement of
Spears) that borders Lesotho and
KwaZulu-Natal.
Of the nine South African provinces,
KwaZulu-Natal captures a prominent
share of the nation's attention as reflected in the unabated national newspaper and TV coverage. Politically, the
strong and often turbulent influence of
Buthelezi's Inkatha Freedom Party
(principally comprised of rural Zulu
supporters) draws all eyes to this province. Socially, KZN has the highest rate
of HIV I AIDS epidemic in the country
- 26.9% of women are HIV positive.
Consequently, this epidemic will create disturbing demographic shifts (a
huge orphan population) and socioeconomic repercussions, e.g. a decline
in school enrollment as the child mortality rate increases. In all, the child's
basic rights are and will continue to be

compromised.
I have to admit m y ig norance of South
Africa's modernity in comparison with the
rest of Africa. I
f
i
n
d
Maritzburg
very orderly
and dean, a far
cry from m y
image of a city
in a developing
country (Of
course,
my
most recent city
for comparison
is.Pfhnh omd Pe~ Theary with a Zulu chief who offered 16 cows for her to be his 7th wife
t at oesn t
explain it all!). In Maritzburg (and I Queen Elizabeth Park) and notable hisimagine the whole of South Africa), you torical figures who traversed its verhave signs of the first world simulta- dant landscape. My enchantment with
neously existing with conditions of the South Africa has roots in three princithird world. But this is not surprising pal influences. First, the novel Cry, the
given the country's recent history, Beloved Country b y Alan Paton,
where 15 percent of the white popula- Maritzburg's native son (a fact that I
tion owned 87 percent of the resources did not retain from my first encounter
and most of the land. As a car-less per- of his work in junior high school). Secson, I have a self-imposed curfew of ond, the young lawyer, Mahatma
Spm. Though it's not much consola- Gandhi, spent twenty years in KZN
tion, the nightlife here is nonexistent giving birth to his philosophy of pasanyway. Most people wait until the sive resistance, satyagraha, long before
weekend to crowd the jazz and dance he transformed India with its power.
dubs in Durban. It's probably for the Notably, it was at Maritzburg's train
best that I remain car-less given the station (again, a wonderful surprise
reckless and high-speed driving of connection to this city) that he experi"combies" (the informal transport sys- enced the sting of segregation when
tem) and the British system of driving train officials denied him his first-class
on the wrong, I mean opposite, side of seat at the complaint of a white pasthe road. Crossing the road can be haz- senger. Now a plaque commemorates
ardous especially when I keep looking this incident, which Gandhi cited as the
in the wrong direction for oncoming most influential experience in his life.
traffic.
Third, the plight of Nelson Mandela (a
Pietermaritzburg boasts of famous lawyer turned outlaw turned myth)
landmarks from a long-gone era (City and South Africa's struggle against
Hall with its largest all-brick building apartheid captivated not only my atand pipe organ in the southern hemi- tention but the world's as well. I find
sphere, for example), natural preserva- incredulous apartheid's long tentacles
tions and parks (Botanical Garden, into modernity and South African's
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spirit of reconciliation and justice in this
period of transition.
My introduction toSouthAfricaduring my layover in Johannesburg confirmed my suspicion that I may be a
rare sight in this only-recently-pariah
state. Everyone assumed I am Chinese
and greeted me so - "Nihao". If this
was the reaction of cosmopolitan
Jo'burg, you can imagine the prevalent
inquiry, "You're from China?", that
hounds me in small town Maritzburg.
Actually, "China" is my new nickname
here. One teenage girl gasped in
amazement, "You speak with
an American accent!". A teenager boy inquired whether I
knew karate and if! am related
to Jackie Chan, the Hong Kong
action movie star. The infusion
(some rightly believe, intrusion)
of American television shows
(from the Golden Girls to 21
Jump Street to Friends) and
American products (Levi's,
McDonald's) incline the society
towards anything American. I
must admit I take no offence at
this misunderstanding, and at
times find it endearing at how
tickled people get when they
realize I am an American with an Asian
face, given the international
community's economic sanctions
against the country in recent past. In
at least one instance, though, my fashion, not my being "Chinese," solicited
the stares; I was cold so I walked
around town wearing socks with opentoe sandals, a laughable fashion faux
pas in South Africa as my flatrnate belated informed me.
It has been a telling experience for me
as I move from one society where I am
a minority among a white, privileged
majority to one where I am still a minority but among a black, oppressed
majority. Interestingly, the white way
is still viewed as the standard and anything else is "other." As an Asian, I
have only experienced the peripheral
effects of discrimination in the States
and in light of the apartheid system's
searing effects into the dignity of black
Africans that I cannot even begin to
comprehend. It was a sobering realization for me one Sunday when I went

to a Zulu man to inquire about the time
of the church service; he referred me to
a service that primarily white people
attend and assumed that I did not want
to attend the African service. A very
simple and neutral question surfaced
into an issue of loyalty and identification. I finally got a smile from him
when I persisted that it was the African service I wanted to attend.
Everything here is couched in racial
terms and viewed with race-tinted
lenses. I too am guilty of adopting the
vocabulary; it's difficult to do otherwise

when race-consciousness pulsates everywhere. My flatrnate quickly and
rightly chided me when I inquired
whether she was born in India or here
in South Africa; "I am South African period" . It's a difficult balance to strike
on this sensitive issue of race. On one
hand, one understands and is rightly
irked by the presuppositions and prejudices that seem to be loaded in such
questions because they would not arise
in a vacuum; they intimate a social
framework that is not altogether right.
On the other hand, liberty must be had
for innocent gaffes that are inadvertently racially related. Many things in
life are not that big of a deal. One must
discern a person's motivation. Sometimes we can be politically correct but
still be a bigot. I appreciate the consideration and sensitivity, but I find it
amusing and unnecessary when
people do a dance in trying to figure
out where it is that I come from in fear
of being racially insensitive: "Besides
English, what other languages do you

speak?"
The racial climate here in my mind's
eye can be likened to the environn1ent
I envisioned the States to have been 3040 years ago. Of course the analogy is
not perfect given the cultural and historical divides between the two countries. The little bit of physical integration among the rac:es stems more from
systematic arrangement than personal
inclination. A palpable sense of "otherness" abounds. In one Saturday, I
went from pimicking with 40 African
children (mostly orphaned) to attending a Welsh male choir concert
with an older audience of solely
white Afrikaaners and Britons,
to clubbing at the only "real"
dance house with a primarily
Indian crowd.
I find the Zulu language very
difficult to pronounce and
deeply meaningful (at least of
the limited vocabulary I remembered). For example, the
Zulu greeting is "Sawubona"
or "I see you" which I find a lot
more meaningful than "Hi".
Or what meaning is communicated in "Bye" compared to
wishing someone "Sala kahle"
(Stay well) or "Hambargahle" (Go
well)? Again, compare the "Excuse
me" one would say after bumping into
someone on the street to a Zulu asking
instead for "uxolo" (peace). Of course
pronunciation of this word requires a
particular clicking of the tongue that I
cannot foresee myself ever mastering.
As was explained to me, Zulu and
Xhosa languages are very similar to
each other, enough so that a Zulu can
understand a Xhosa speaker and viceversa. Both languages derived from the
clicking of the Bushmen's language but
with considerably less clicking.
Of course as with all initial observations, these first impressions tend to be
superficial.
[To be continued ... ]
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ABOVE THE LAW
(Dennis Westlind, whose column ''Abore the Law" normally appears
in this space, is supplying the George W Bush campaign with "nose
candy" and will return in two weeks.)
Every Spring, local publications rush to press with dreadful and repetitive "Best Of Ann Arbor" features, providing us with such
useless information as where to get the best leg waxing or that Cottage Inn has marginally fewer rodent hairs per pizza that
Domino's. In order to provide something of actual interest and value to law students, the Res Gestae polled its readership to
compile this year's ...

Best of the Law School: An RG Readers' Poll
Best Place to
Get Drunk and
Vomit:

Best Study Aides:

The Res Gestae: 61%
Soft, airy, and absorbent!
In an emergency: Lexis printouts: 10%;
that stuff in the bathrooms: 2%

Professor Simpson's
Living Room: 56%.
What better place to
make an ass of yourself than your favorite professor's pad?
Runners Up: SFF Auction: 23%; Dean
Lehman's House: 3%

Best Place to Cruise for
Undergrads:
The Reading Room at 11:55 p.m.: 78%
Come on! Why do you think they're
there, to meet other Medieval Literature majors?
If that fails: Snack Bar: 9%; Grandma
Betty's Playtime Day
Care: 3%

Best Publication to Read
While Sitting on the Can:
Christ is Victor: 68%
So very inspirational!
Losers: MlM Notes: 5%; Res Gestae:< 1%

Best Location
for Semi-Private
Trystwitha
. LovedOne:

Crashing Fall Orientation Breakfast:
34%
Bagels and cream cheese all around! I
look like a 1-L, don't I?
Almost: Tipping the vending machine
in the basement: 23%; WLSA bake sale:

10%

Library Sub-3 Lounge:

Best Urinals:

48%

Library Sub-Levels: 54%
Goddamn those are low! Who designed this place, J.J. White?
Second choices: Law Quad bushes:
24%; Dean Lehman's Office Door: 8%

Starry sky, comfy
couches and frequent
intrusions! Hot!
Also rans: The Law Quad: 18%; Room
112:7%

Best Bake Sale:
WLSA:67%
Damn that's good cherry pie!
Oh so close: Students for Affirmative Action: 20%; NORML: 8%

Best Toilet Paper:

Best
Incoherent
Rant:
Your e-mail
inbox:49%
Yes, the Internet was invented just so
you could expound your theory connecting affirmative action to Iyme disease.
Almost as good: LSSS Meetings: 37%;
Constitutional Law Class: 5%

Best Res Gestae Feature:
Best Online Legal Research
Tool:
www.theonion.com: 34%
What else is there to read until the next
Above the Law comes out?
Supporting cast: www.hotteens.com:
17%; Westlaw & Lexis (tie): 2%

LawStuff USA Advertisement: 97%
Wow! What a deal! I'm going to clip
that out and save it!
Runners Up: Yingtao Ho: 2%; Above the
Law: 1%
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By Ayelette Robinson
We are 3 I 4 of the way through the time getting a job before I decided to
academic year, and I am tired. I feel pursue an advanced degree. I should
like I've been the losing contender in be happy that there is only 1 I 4 of my
boxing matches that began last Sep- 1L-hood remaining, but instead, I feel
tember, and which will continue for like a house of cards after a tornadoanother 9 weeks. It's not that I hate lucky to find the pieces let alone the
law school. In fact, all of the people whole. And I sit in my room wonderwho warned me that this would be ing what that remaining 1 I 4 is going
the worst year of my life have been to bestow upon me.
aghast to hear that it's been one of my
At first, I thought perhaps I was the
best. Perhaps, it's because I just came only one that felt this way. But apoff The Guinness Book ofWorld Records' parently I am one among many. There
Most Boring Job, and my brain cells is indeed an entire phenomenon of
were beginning to die off faster than law students suffering the worst of
a pack of lemmings. Hours of intense their law school woes around the secreading could not have come at a bet- ond month of the second semester of
ter time. But nevertheless, I feel a bit their first year. So there is actually
like those poor creatures in The Dark something unique about this 3 I 4
Crystal who literally got their life- mark. One friend of mine suggested
blood sucked out of them through a it is the loss of fear of what lies ahead.
rather hideous process. Each Monday First semester, there is still quite a
morning it seems that I voluntarily hefty dose of the fear of the unknown
hook myself up to such a Hensonian in all of us, and that keeps us intelleccontraption, so that by the end of the tually and emotionally pumped. This
week I am but a shell of my former semester, however, we've been
self. And, just when I think I might through all there is to see, and are bebe cognizant enough to enter the real ing forced to go through it again,
world, I find myself back in another knowing that another 4 semesters still
dreadful Monday morning, dreaming await us. Or perhaps it is a test of
that my alarm clock is 3 days fast.
endurance, an intellectual marathon
The first semester of law school is if you will. The first term is the kicklike a whirlwind of newness - new off, and the future seems bright. But
people, new school, new city. It's by the second term, much of the
enough to keep anyone on her toes, adrenaline has worn off, the patina of
and is nothing if not a step forward law school has been rubbed away, and
in a new journey. But this semester we are left with the same quantity of
has felt like the proverbial two steps work, but a heck of a lot less motivaback. While classes are still interest- tion with more than 213 of our law
ing, getting through the week feels school career still lying in wait.
like racing through molasses- imposSo what's the solution to this probsible. And, personally, I had an easier lem? If everyone's feeling it, why

can't we solve it? Perhaps, it should
be like removal of a band-aid: it might
be unpleasant, but the quicker you get
it over with, the better, so we should
just keep plugging away. But when I
look back on my fall semester, I have
only fond memories, and I hate to see
winter term marred by an inexplicable
cloud hovering over it. Unfortunately,
I have no solutions to offer, so perhaps
I should not complain so much. I'm
sure it will all be over before I know
it. But, it seems wasteful not to at least
attempt to make the most of all we live
through, and so it is frustrating to be
facing a 20' brick wall when I know
there is some joy lying on the other side.
3 I 4 of what was advertised as a
hellish year is over. 3 I 4 of my 1L experience is gone. I won't have to feel
like a freshman for much longer, and
for that I can be very thankful. I won't
have to sit in fear of being Socratized,
I will be assured a summer job, and I
will have much more freedom of academic movement. The knowledge
that each day brings me closer to that
2L paradise should be enough to
sweeten those days, I suppose. So I will
stop complaining, and instead begin
dreaming of second-year sugarplum
fairies dancing through my head.
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Be Polite Or I'll Hit You
Enforcing Good Manners With a Big Stick
The problem in modern society
that no one really talks about solvMaybe it's the election, or maybe ing, but which I think is much more
it's the sunspots, but I've noticed important than re-inventing an esthat there has been a recent trend in sentially Victorian ideal of public
the American media. Along with behavior, is a return, not to modesty,
the heightened coverage of disas- but to politeness. It covers so many
ters, doomed multi-million-dollar more things. It's so much less conweddings and spring break celebra- troversial. It makes people happy.
tions, commentators have been call- And it's fairly easy. I think it would
ing for a return to modesty. "Too be hard to get some people to give
much skin!" they say. "Everyone up their thong bikinis, but convincbrags!" they cry. "Bad! Evil!" they ing people to say please and thank
shout, spittle flying out of their you shouldn't be that hard. Espemouths.
cially if it's enforced with a big stick.
Think about it. When was the last
Yeah, okay. Perhaps modesty is a
good thing. I mean, it would be nice time the person on the other side of
to be able to get a job without tell- the fast food line I cashier station I
ing someone, "Hey, look! I've got- help desk said thank you when you
ten a 6.9 GPA and I'm on so many left? When was the last time you
committees that I have to have a said please when you asked them
personal assistant
for something? If
I smile at the very
keep track of
you did, did they
them and I've ingive you that
unhappy Subway
vented a cure for workers in the union and
half-dazed, halfmale pattern baldsay please, even to the grateful look and
ness. You really
smile at you? Do
one that yells at me all
want me working
you hold doors
at your [firm, the time for, appar ently, for people? Why
agency, sewage having the nerve to want
not, you creep? I
treatment plant].
am of the opinion
to eat a sandwich.
Hire me now."
that a little more
But the rest? Anyone advocating a politeness wouldn't hurt anyone. It
return to bathing suits involving would probably go a long way topants should get his or her head ex- ward helping the rage-disordered,
amined, and there's nothing wrong dysfunctional society that people
with tank tops in the summer. I are always complaining about. And
don't show my midriff if I can help if I can advocate politeness, it really
it (it's shy), but I fully respect the can't be that hard.
right of other people to do so as
I have often been accused of havmuch as they wish. Frankly, I'd ing road rage, intolerance of stupid
rather not have to wear white people and homicidal impatience.
gloves to dinner, and having to drop But I let cars out in front of me-remy eyes and murmur bashfully ally, how much time are you saving
whenever complimented could get by gunning it past whichever poor
annoying. A simple thank you is slob is just trying to get out onto the
usually sufficient. The whole return road? (However, when they try to
to modesty idea is just a misconcep- pull out into my passenger comtion of what people really want.
partment, I generally still scream

By Hannah Mufson

something rude and make obscene
gestures. Politeness is all well and
good, but don't try to kill me or
damage my property. Politeness
has its limits.) I smile at the very
unhappy Subway workers in the
union and say please, even to the
one that yells at me all the time for,
apparently, having the nerve to
want to eat a sandwich. Everyone
else is just as impatient, angry and
intolerant as I am. Everyone wants
to get where they're going faster
and not be bothered with "inefficiency." I think if everyone kept this
in mind, life might work a little
more smoothly and people might
be, generally, a little less angry, intolerant and impatient.
However, just because I advocate
politeness doesn't mean that anyone is going to take me up on it.
Therefore, I think that there should
be penalties for being impolite.
Nothing like money fines or imprisonment or anything only mildly inconvenient like that. No, impolite
people should have to endure being
perpetually cut off in traffic, having
people try to run them over for
crossing streets, getting sneered at
for ordering at fast food restaurants
and having doors slammed in their
faces, especially when they are carrying heavy loads of sensitive electronics. (No, I'm not bitter or anything ... ) Perhaps after getting back
in the teeth what they deal out to
other people, they'll learn. If not,
there's always the getting hit with
a big stick option. That would really, as it were, drive the point
home.
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WOnder Bread Rules
A Movie And Oscar Review
By Ryan Wu

While the rest of the world yawned,
the announcement of the Oscar nominees gave u s pallid, malnourished
critics and movie geeks our annual
chance to vent our collective fury at
our second-favorite targets, th ose
boneheaded Academy voters (and by
imputation, the Holl ywood mainstream). It' s a lonely, pathetic activity, to be sure, but like campus protests, someone's gotta do th e dirty
work. To be perfectly honest, for a certified movie-snob, I don' t
all that worked up ove .. ·
choices: tho se fogeys
fai led to nominate :a!Jeast
o u.:>r u·. ' "'""'.. and
English
. For the
that the

riety - leaving complex, challenging
films out in the cold. Thus, we have
among our fi ve nominees a maucllin','
"spiritually uplifting" piece of Oscarbait (The Grwz Mile), a new age psychotherapy-cum -horror flick ('Fhe ·
Sixth Sense), and the odds-on favor- ·
ite, a muddled adolescent fantasy~ld
as a "dark" suburban satire' to mall
Beauty)> ··
em~tionall y- :
&n.nr.,,, include tM·'l

. · .• the geriatric,
· sibilHy of th e
.·
thaJ5 its gigan, CiderRouse Rules,
·.
prognosticators
net!U{g a sh~cking
l\hons. ider House isn't
baqjl movie,
really: In fact,
Johrllrving just
about
conthe

a

isn't its
lingering
This year
worshiped is "''"vu•u•
preferably of the

s risky approach audience to identify with
cally disturbing psyche
before pulling the rug out- ended up
alienating the folks who were looking

ist template :
a cheery, liter'~Homer. " Place him
unity (like an ora maternal staff (with
ses like this, who needs
). Establish the innate benliberal social issue (abortion),
plant Homer's itch to "experience the world," creating that all-important central conflict between surrogate dad (Caine, sympathetic and
fatherly) and hero, duty v. self-fulfillment. Have hero set off on personal
adventure and fall in love; kill off cute

--------------~~~~~~~e~g~@~e~gt~ae~~·~l~4~~r~~2~~~~~~~~·~~=~~~17~jj
orphan to jerk a few tears during a set among literary elites. But it's the
dull stretch. Show hero and rest of underrated Douglas, one of the few
the white characters befriending big names consistently willing to esgood, hard-working black folks, chew audience sympathy, who carries
planting the seeds for the climax the movie, turning in a remarkably
unforced
when Homer
will risk ev- (Helpful item: for those keeping a performance
erything to running tally, there are no shots as an unsave his black
k e m p t
friend. This - I repeat, no shots - of Douglas' dopehead
coasting on
1 e a d s bare ass in Wonder Boys.)
to ... well, you
the fumes of
get the point. It's all so predictable past achievement. (Helpful item: for
and familiar, a farrago of moldy cli- those keeping a running tally, there
ches played immaculately. As bland are no shots - I repeat, no shots - of
and as familiar as your playpen toy Douglas' bare ass in Wonder Boys.)
(and just as irrelevant to life in the Too bad the movie goes conventional
year 2000), the film's nevertheless ex- by the last reel, practically screaming
ceedingly likeable, anchored by the the theme out to the audience, "It's
irrepressibly boyish Tobey Maguire, about making CHOICES, don't you
the best Spielbergian actor Steven see!" and contriving an overly neat 'n'
never had. Cider House is such an ex- tidy ending.
pertly-crafted trifle that it may very
well be a contender for the best completely generic movie of all time. It
just shouldn't be a contender for the
year's "Best Picture."

Grade:!7J

The War Zone

Grade::J]
Wonder Boys
Michael Douglas, that icon of the
white male rage, trades his wingtips
for some penny loafers and a bag of
killer Humboldt weed in the agreeably low-key new movie from director Curtis Hanson. Douglas plays
Grady Tripp, a creative writing prof
at a Pittsburgh liberal arts college and
celebrated author of the prize-winning "The Arsonist's Daughter,"
who's now facing the proverbial midlife crisis. His wife left him, he's impregnated the chancellor, and worst
of all, he can't finish his follow-up to
his rep-making novel. Hanson,
downshifting from his propulsive
gem L.A. Confidential, revels in weird
little digressions and quirky
marginalia, weaving from these lazy
little episodes a lark involving a taciturn prodigy (Maguire again, a bit too
studied), a dead dog, and Marilyn
Monroe's wedding jacket. The whole
affair has a refreshingly loose, improvised feel- sort of like The Big Lebowski

The directorial debut of actor Tim
Roth has the somber look and feel of
an European art film down: copious
"unflattering" nudity, shots held
longer than necessary for that extra
"hypnotic" effect, long arty shots of a
cruelly indifferent seascape. But as
much as Roth wants to capture the
confusion and the enervating inertia
of adolescence, he's unable to make
sense of the emotional lives of his two
young protagonists, the spotty, morose Tom and the resilient sister-witha-horrible-secret Jessie. The result is
just another one of those dispiriting
British exercises that tries to suffocate
you with unvaried gloom. But if
you're the sort who enjoys rubbing
your hands on sandpaper, don't mind
me; this unrelenting slice of feel-bad
cinema will satisfy your inner masochist- guaranteed.

Grade:

C
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Shameless
Oscar
Prediction
Best Picture
Will Win: American Beauty
Should Win: The Insider <grumble,
grumble>
In a Perfect World: Being John
Malkovich

Best Director
Will Win: Sam Mendes {Beauty)
Should \Vin: Spike]onze(Malkovich)
In a. Perfect World: Joh.Q. .Lasseter
(ToyStory2)
Best Actress
Will and Should Wm: Hilary Swank
(Boys Don't Cry)
In a Perfect World: Kate Winslet
(Holy Smoke}

Best Actor
Will.Win: Denzel·W'ashington (The
Hurricane) .
Should Win: Kevin Spacey (Beauty)

BestSuppotting Actress
Will Win:AngelinaJolie(Girl, Interrupted)
Should Win: Chloe Sevigny (Boys
Don't Cry) .
In a PerfectWotld: Nicole Kidman
(EyesJ/VideS}tut) .
.

1Je~t.Sup~r~ing ActQr
Wi~. a!ld ~~?uld>Wim Tom Cruise

(Magn~lia} Tt

'.

.· .·•.

. . .. .

..

•m.a Petfect '!?rl~:l'hilip.Seymour·
Hoff1:r}~!l (TPJ# f[alented Mr. Ri~ley)
Best Adapted Screenpl~y .

WiUWin:Jolin Irving (CiderHouse)
ShQuld Wi · xander Payne and

Jiu:tayloi- .· ..·. . ·····. n)
Best ~gin~ll screenplay
Will \Vin;~an Ball(Beat!ty)

Shot.dd \t\{in: Charlie.. K~t.tfina~
(~#ovich)
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March To
By Yingtao Ho

Finally, the calendar ha s s truck
March. It is time for buzzer beaters,
heart breakers, upsets. By March 12th,
the NCAA selection committee, operating with a level of secrecy similar to
the cult of the magna mater, will come
up with the brackets that shall consume the country for the next three
weeks. One myth has grown up surrounding the great American past
time of tournament pools: The less
one knows about college basketball,
the better that person will do. I will
attempt to show the falsehood of the
myth, not to mention tempt the fickle
goddess of March Madness to break
my heart, by providing the readership
with an early scouting report of the
teams that I consider to be the best in
the country.
Going from conference to conference, with each profiled team' s projected seed:

ACC
Duke(1) : This is the best offensive
team in the country, with an incredible array of scoring options from four
guys who are legit big time threats
from the arc (Carrawell, Battier, Williams and Dunleavy) to the inside
power of Boozer to the best freshman
point guard in America in Jason Williams. They have lost two games since
November 1st, and are a lock to play
on the second weekend of the tournament. They are not very good defensively, and a quick, athletic team
such as St. Johns or Connecticut can
outscore them.
Maryland (4): An unbelievably talented team. Dixon and Morris provide them with very good guard play,
Baxter and friends give them scoring
depth inside. Dixon's presence at the
point means Maryland plays like
someone' s constantly chasing them.
To beat them, the opponent must slow

the game down into one
of half court execution,
and also mu s t bang
Maryland's talented but
soft front line.

BIG TEN
Michigan State(l ): A
team without any discernible weaknesses:
Great point guard
play in Cleaves, Big
Ten leader in three
pointers made, num ber one offensive rebounding team in
America, number one transition offense in America, and they play an unbelievabl y tough and physical defense . The Flintstones ha ve great
mental toughness, and will not lose
to a weaker team. To beat them, a
team must match State's intensity on
the boards, back off the deep shooters to take away the penetration, and
hope State misses shots.
Ohio State(2): Penn and Redd form
one of the top five back courts in the
country, Ken Johnson is the number
one shot blocker in major college basketball, and George Reese is a very
skilled power forward that almost no
one can match up against defensively.
But their guards don't run through
screens well, thus it's not difficult to
get jump shots against them. Defensively, take away Scoonie Peen's penetration, and chances are the Bucks
will put up some bad shots.
Other Borderline Sweet 16 teams:
Purdue, Illinois
Overrated: Indiana

L!

BIG TWELVE
Iowa State(3): Marcus Fizer is alegitimate 30 point, 15 rebound guy;
and surrounded by a group of veteran
players who understand the concept
of team basketball. However, this

team has not
s hown
the
ability to win
big games away
from Ames, and
Fizer is not a great
passer off the post.
If a team can
double team Fizer
from different angles, and score 70
points against a solid defense, it can
beat the Cyclones.
Oklahoma State(2): Desmond Mason
and company can flat out shoot the
rock. They also have the best pure
point guard in America in Doug
Gottelieb. This is a team with seven
seniors in a tournament where senior
laden teams usually do well, and play
the tough Don Sutton man to man
defense . If a team can exploit the
Cowboys' lack of foot speed on the
parameter by getting penetration offensively, it can beat the Cowboys.
Borderline Sweet 16 team: Oklahoma
Overrated: Texas, Kansas

BIG EAST
St. Johns(3): Seven guys who can
shoot, drive, and play defense. As a
team, they probably pass better than
any other in the nation. Have multiple players who are willing to take
the last second shot, which makes the
Red Storm very difficult to beat in a
tight game. As Ohio State showed last
year in the Super Eight, the key
against St. Johns is to overpower them
inside, and take away the drive outside. As Villanova showed last Thurs-
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day, d efensively the Red Storm is vulnerable.
Conn ecticut(S): Without Khalid
El-Amin, thi s is probabl y a N IT
team . However, go ing into thi s
year' s tournament, El-Amin is playing like the best perimeter pl ayer in
the country. This team w ill n eed
better play from Freem a n and
Voskal inside to advance further
than the swee t sixteen . Chances are
Connecticut will be beate n b y the
first reall y good team the y see,
probably in the third round.
Overrated: Syracuse, Miami

PAC TEN
Arizona(l) : If the y had
been health y all year, Arizona would probabl y be
ranked number one in
the country: Great
backcourt
in
Gardner and
Arenas, strong
and skilled up
front
with
Woods ( who's
probably going to
pla y in the tournament )
and Wright and Jeffe rson may
be the bes t six man in the tournament. On the down side, thi s team
is young, badl y in need of a weight
program, and are poor on transition
defense. They will lose to a less talented team on the second weekend
of the tournament.
Stanford (2): This is one of the most
overrated teams in the country: Offensively they rely on the three, and
Jacobsen, Mosley and Mendes take
many questionable shot s . Even
worse, they are a very slow team, as
both UCLA and Arizona demonstrated in demolishing the Stanford
defense. However, with their rebounding and shooting abilities, they
will probably win two games before
bowing out.
UCLA (6): This underachieving
group has finally played up to its capabilities. Watson is finally giving
them consistent guard play, Capono
can shoot the rock, and inside players Moiso and Rush are quick enough

to get to the rim against just about
anybody they play. Like other PAC
ten team s, they are questionable in
their toughness and d efense, and will
probabl y suffer th e sa m e fate as
Stanford.

SEC
Kentucky (3): Jamal Magloire has finally arrived as a big time college basketball player, just like several of his
teammates. This is a team with a good
enough offensive game to beat you inside and outside. They run a great
pressing d efen se that produces
easy baskets, and
are deep enough
to run oppon ents into
t h e
ground.
the

Kentucky
team s,
the
wildcats have a
tendency to abandon
the inside game at crucial situations, and die
when the 3's don't fall.
This team is a sleeper final four pick.
LSU (3) : Unfortunately, I can not
provide a scouting report for this team
because I have never seen them play.
I know they have two players who are
potential lottery picks, and have some
strong win s inside and outside the
conference, including an overwhelming victory against Arizona in December.
O v errated / Borderline Sweet 16
Teams: Tennessee, Florida
Simply Overrated: Auburn (even
with Chris Porter)
OTHER ELITE TEAMS:
Temple(l): In the past, this team has
always been a tough out in the tournament because it is impossible to
prepare for their match-up zone defense within a few days. This year,
Temple has the best defense they have
had in a decade because of the defensive presence of Sanchez, the great
shooters in Karcher, Wadley and
Greer, and tremendous inside

stren gth . This team walked into Cincinnati and beat what was then the
consensus number one team in the
country. On the downside, more than
half of Temple's offense comes from
the three point shot, and if the shot
doesn't drop, Temple could go down.
Cincinnati(2): Yes, Martin is out for
the year from this team that most felt
was in a class b y itself throughout
mo s t of the seaso n. Howev e r,
Fletcher, the player replacing Martin,
can shoot and rebound the basketball
extremely well. They have one of the
best all around players in the country
in Pete Michel, and a couple of diaper-dandies in the back court. They
can s till throw a lot of big bodies at
you . The key against Cincinnati is to
put all of the pressure on its backcourt
in a half court game, and force them
to win the game through offensive
execution. Chances are, the youngsters will not get it done .
Gon zaga (9): The best mid-major
team in the last decade has returned,
and this team is not much worse than
the one that lost 67-62 to Connecticut
in the regional final last year. Quinton
Hall is gone, and the Zags probably
can't penetrate defenses the way they
did last year. However, Casey Calvary is the best big man no one's seen,
and he gives the Zags the inside-out
offense that replaces the penetration.
Santangelo and Frahm can play for
just about any team in the nation. This
is a very fine team, and it will take a
very solid performance from a top ten
club to knock them out.
Tulsa (5): Sorry, I won't see this team
play until the WAC final late on Saturday night.
LAST BUT NOT LEAST, THE BEST
TEAMS NO ONE'S EVER SEEN
These teams can all win one game
in the tournament if they get in. Past
records indicate two of these teams
will probably win two games.

Creighton, Pepperdin e, Utah State,
Kent, Butler, Penn, Long Beach State,
Fresno State, Ball State and Bowling
Green .
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